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NAGAPPA MALI and HEMANT BAWDHANKAR, 54 and 44

Senior Police Inspector, Assistant Police Inspector and Constables

Location: Girgaum Chowpatty

“We did not have weapons, but had the guts to fight”

The Mumbai Police needn’t worry about obesity

affecting the performance of its force. If anything, it

was the collective weight of a dozen constables that

helped to nab Mohammad Ajmal Mohammad Amir

Kasab, one of the two terrorists who struck at

Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus (CST) and Cama

Hospital. The unfinished agenda of the head of

Mumbai’s Anti-terrorism Squad Hemant Karkare and encounter specialist Vijay

Salaskar was closed by them along with Senior Police Inspector Nagappa Mali.

The D.B. Marg Police overcame AK-47-toting terrorists with just 9 mm pistols

and lathis. Says Mali: “We didn’t have weapons but we had guts.” As Kasab and

another terrorist left Cama Hospital in Karkare’s Qualis after killing him,

Salaskar and Additional Commissioner of Police Ashok Kamte, they kept firing

till they reached Girgaum Chowpatty.

Mali and his deputy Hemant Bawdhankar had barricaded the road. When the

terrorists reached them, they were made to surrender. Kasab fell to the ground

and began firing but the police overpowered him as some constables fell on him

and tied him, while the other was shot.

It was just another round of duty for CST announcer Vishnu Zende but thanks to

his presence of mind, thousands of lives were saved on Mumbai’s night of

horror.

VISHNU ZENDE, 37

Railway Announcer

Location: CST

“Our hearts sank when he (terrorist) stood up, saw us and fired”
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Vishnu Zende

Ajit Kumar Nalavade

At around 10 p.m. on the night of November

26, Zende heard a loud explosion and sensed

that something was wrong at the station. He

looked out of his cabin and saw commuters

fleeing from the express platforms towards the

main station area. Many were hurt and had

blood all over them. Quick to act, he got in

touch with the Rapid Action Force and Government Railway Police manning the

station to rush to the mainline section. Two trains were approaching the station.

He picked up the microphone and announced: “Kripiya saare yaatri platform

number one, gate number one se nikal jaaiye (Please leave the station through

platform No. 1 from Gate No. 1)”, repeatedly for 30 minutes. “Since this is next

to the main road, I thought it was best,” recalls Zende. Lost in the call of duty,

Zende and two other operators, who were with him in the cabin, did not realise

that their lives were also in danger.

“We called up our families to say we were safe when we were not. The terrorists

could have easily seen us,” says the intrepid Zende.

Later, when the two alleged terrorists came towards the main station area and

opened fire again, the trio kept a constant vigil on them. They used cardboard to

cover the glass front and kept peeping out through a small gap. “They came and

stood right before our cabin. One of them had a bag in front and one on his back.

He came inside the station and reloaded his gun,” recounts Zende.

They were in constant touch with family and relatives to gauge the situation. At

some point of time one of the terrorist who was standing below their cabin

looked up at them. “Our hearts sank when he stood just below the building and

fired a few rounds,” says Zende. One of the terrorists even fired a bullet into the

glass front of their cabin when one of his colleagues stood up to turn off the

lights. They kept informing the higher officials about the developments till 2

a.m.

It was only at 4 a.m. that train services were resumed. But Zende couldn’t call it

a day. He continued to work as a colleague who had to take over from him in the

morning didn’t make it to the station. He has no complaints, just grateful he was

alive to fill in.

AJIT KUMAR NALAVADE, 35

Railway Police Constable

Location: CST

“I fired, but soon a bullet got stuck in my carbine”

Police Constable Nalavade, a hero in his own right,

was one of the men responsible for neutralising the

terror attack on CST on the night of November 26. At

the railway police post when the terrorists opened

fire on Platform No. 14 of the station, Nalavade and

his colleagues first thought it was only a case of some

sparking. “I went into the main hall but there was no

one there. Finally, I spotted the terrorist on Platform No. 14,” says Nalavade.

Combating terrorists who were armed with the state-of-the-art automatic

weapons with a carbine was no mean feat, but Nalavade took on the challenge.

While the sight of dead bodies was none too pleasant, Nalavade opened fire. “I

fired three shots from my carbine. However, when I set out to fire the fourth

time, the bullet got twisted and stuck in the carbine. My weapon was now

useless,” says Nalavade. “I repaired my gun and returned to the spot.
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Unfortunately, they had escaped,” adds the constable whose shots made one of

the terrorists drop his bags.

Then, with help of CST workers, Nalavade carted dead bodies and the injured to

St. George Hospital. When he returned, the local police was bringing the

situation under control.

For more news from India Today, follow us on Twitter @indiatoday and on Facebook at
facebook.com/IndiaToday
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